VirtuaNurse
A publication by nurses for nurses

This issue highlights the
VirtuaNurse experience
beyond traditional sites like our
hospitals. The Virtua nursing
team spans every medical
specialty and environment
where care is delivered. We’ll
continue to explore more
VirtuaNurse experiences
over time.

NEW FRONTIERS IN CARE:

Community Based
Health Management

by Dawn Britton and Diane Trump
Virtua’s Accountable Care
Organization (ACO) aims to
provide cost-effective, highquality care while eliminating
fragmentation and ensuring
optimal patient outcomes.
These goals are accomplished
through improved continuity
and collaboration across
the continuum, including
community-based care.
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in home care

Finding Heroes

by Bill Kershaw

Home Care Nursing
has a unique
level of intimacy
because of the
time spent with the
patient, which can
range from weeks
to even years, and the opportunities
to interact with family members and
other caregivers. Sometimes, home
care patients become our heroes.
Take my patient John*, who I met in
2000 following a bicycle accident in
which he broke his neck. In his early
30’s, he had only minimal movement
and frequent pressure ulcers. After
our first wound care visit I said to
John, “I’ll see you in a few days.” He
replied, “No, you won’t. People don’t
always come back.”
* John is not the patient’s real name

I assured him I would always try to
be his nurse. Afterward I was able to
coordinate my schedule and went on
to see him for 95 percent of his visits.
As our relationship grew I shared a
secret I had learned from another
quadriplegic patient: Continually think
of ways to do for yourself.
Eventually, John went back to work.
Then, after he lost his job due to federal
budget cuts, I suggested law school to
him. John went on to attend law school
and graduated magna cum laude. He is
currently a practicing attorney, and is truly
the greatest inspiration of my life.
John’s journey keeps me motivated every
day to deliver the best possible home
nursing care, and to inspire others with
his story of persistence.
		

Guiding the process is the
Integrated Care Management
Team, which includes
Community-Based Health
Managers (CBHMs) – registered
nurses or social workers –
and a clinical dietitian. The
team works collaboratively with
Virtua Medical Group’s (VMG)

Continured on p. 2
Home Care nurses take a break during an RBC meeting about care of self. Standing
inside of the tree, left to right, are Donna Berry, MSN, RN and Helen Romano, RN.
In front of the tree are Sandy Scott, RN, Bill Hartman, RN, Cathy Yerkes, PT, Cindy
Hartman, RN, Nancy Franklin, RN and Diane Johnson, RN.
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NEW FRONTIERS IN CARE:

Community Based
Health Management

primary care physicians to develop a
patient-centered care plan. Patients are
risk stratified through an assessment
and screening process based on
hospital readmissions, emergency
room utilization, polypharmacy and one
or more chronic, high-risk diseases such
as diabetes, heart failure, or chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease.
CBHMs utilize critical thinking and
decision-making skills to engage
patients to self-manage their disease
while addressing psychosocial barriers
like limited financial resources, transportation issues, health literacy and
educational needs. CBHMs prioritize
treatment goals and advocate for the
individual needs and preferences of the
patient – while collaborating regularly
with primary care physicians during office visits, attending appointments with
specialists, visiting patients at home,
and reaching out to state and local
agencies for additional resources.
For example, a CBHM recently
partnered with a diabetic patient
with an A1c of 14 and arranged not
only for home care for disease
management and insulin instruction,
but follow-up with an endocrinologist
and a dietitian for nutritional
counseling. The focus on coordinated
care resulted in a reduction of A1c
from 14 to 8 within three months.
Patient empowerment and improved
quality of life, while harder to measure,
are also essential goals for CBHMs.
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Get-to-know
Destiny Little, RN, BSN

What led you to a career in nursing?

The dream of becoming a nurse since childhood isn’t quite my
story. Growing up, I had no idea that being a nurse was even
an option, honestly. But what I did know is that I wanted to
help people. I wanted to make a difference. This is what I was
destined to do.
My journey hasn’t always been easy. I’ve experienced much
adversity, but I’ve always trusted God’s purpose for my life.

What do you enjoy most
about your job?

From my first day as a labor and
delivery nurse my purpose couldn’t
have been any clearer for me. I whisper “Happy Birthday!” to each baby
born, and my patients thank me for
being there. I love that feeling. I’ve
had the opportunity to touch the
lives of so many women, from all different backgrounds, during the most
vulnerable, yet most memorable,
times of their lives. It’s a privilege I
don’t take lightly.

What is your favorite activity when you’re not working?
Giving back to the community has tremendous importance to me. I want young girls to see me as a role
model, to know that they can overcome anything in life.

I started the nonprofit Destiny BOUND to help young
women reach their fullest potential in life. For many
girls going to college isn’t even a topic of conversation
in their households. Destiny BOUND provides a sense
of hope, and helps girls develop self-love while experiencing life beyond their challenging home lives. We
cover topics from self-love to dating etiquette to the
value of volunteerism. We even go on tours of college
campuses. The goal is to help girls understand that life’s
obstacles are priceless opportunities to grow.

The Power of
Effective Communication
by Tracy Carlino

Effective communication is one of
the biggest challenges I face in my
role as Chief Nursing Officer. Open
communication is a key component
of the relationships within our
organization, as well as a tenet of
Relationship-Based Care. Good
communication is essential for all
of us to understand our nursing
practice and strategies, and,
ultimately, to provide the best
possible care for patients.
With almost 3,000 nurses, how
do we communicate effectively?
Over the last few years I’ve introduced a number of venues for better
communication across the nursing
team. This newsletter is one way to
communicate about the outstanding
work our nurses are doing at Virtua
and throughout the community. This
publication is mailed to all your
homes so you can read it at your
leisure, save it, or even reference
it. I know it isn’t easy to keep up on

e-mails while at work, so delivering
a paper copy to your doorstep
is important to me.

for the community, showcasing
the great work of the nursing staff,
can also be found at Virtua.org.

The VirtuaNurse annual report is
also mailed to your homes. It provides
an opportunity for us as Virtua nurses
to reflect on the great work of our
colleagues and feel the pride of being
a part of a bigger team at Virtua. Both
the newsletter and annual report
can also be found on the Vine and
the Virtua.org website.

I’m always looking for stories and
feedback for any of these venues.
Last year I also jumped into social
media with both feet. I love rounding
in our facilities and sharing the great
work of our teams through social
channels, and I notice many of you
do as well. We need to be mindful
and respectful of the power of social
media – and cautious of what we
post, like or follow. I hope you all
share in my enthusiasm for social
media as a new way to communicate
with each other.

Speaking of the web, Virtua nurses
now can find all of our nursing
documents in one place, from
Magnet, to policies and procedures.
Many nursing committees also post
links under the section, VirtuaNurse.
Recently we also began posting daily
staffing for our acute care nursing
units. In the spirit of transparency,
what we post can be reviewed and
referenced by any Virtua employee.
Information about the VirtuaNurse

Traditional methods also remain tried
and true, and are always welcome:
stop me in the halls, call, text, page
or e-mail me. I am always excited to
hear from you!

Please note my contacts:
Cell
609-923-2749
Office Phone 856-355-0053
Email
tcarlino@virtua.org
Twitter
@TLCarlino
Facebook
Tracy Carlino
Instagram
tlcarlino
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Long-Term Care Nursing

Building relationships through patient-centered care
by Dawn Mott-Silverman and Claire Smith

– help patients with chronic illnesses
and physical disabilities reach their
greatest potential while adapting to
their disabilities and maximizing their
independence.
During long stays rehab nurses
work closely with patients and their
families while employing a holistic
approach to meet the patient’s
physical, emotional, environmental,
spiritual, and educational needs.
Naturally, rehab nurses develop
strong patient relationships along
the way. Excellent communication
is essential to their work, which must
motivate and inspire patients
to achieve their goals.
Long-term care is a unique patient
environment. Lengths of stay average about 20 days. The rehabilitation
nurses at Virtua’s two long-term care
locations – in Berlin and Mount Holly

Rehab nurses also must manage
complex medical issues by collaborating with an interdisciplinary team.
They devise plans of care, set
goals, and assist patients in

Patients of all ages come to Virtua
for long-term care. Recently a man in
his 30s was admitted after a terrible accident. While grateful to be
alive, he often was disheartened and
depressed by his condition – uncertain if he would ever walk again. But
through the specialized care of the
rehabilitation nursing team and the
collaborative efforts of the therapy department, he was discharged to home
with a walker.
Two months later he returned for a
visit – walking independently.
The mother of the patient, a retired
nurse, credited our team for her son’s
recovery – which she called a miracle.
Our pride in the accomplishments of
patients like him keeps us motivated
every day.

Five things to know about

1

Cardiac rehabilitation is an important component in
recovery from a cardiac event or management of
chronic cardiac disease, yet nationally, fewer than
half the people who need it ever receive it.

by Renee Lombo, MSN, RN, CMSRN

2

Virtua’s cardiac rehab program includes monitored
exercise, education, prevention, and research.

3

Virtua has three cardiac rehab sites: Virtua Health and
Wellness Centers in Moorestown, Washington Twp.
and the Rohrer Center in Voorhees

4

Patients are guided through 8 to 12 weeks of monitored exercise. Consistent attendance is critical for
the patient, even when barriers like transportation
or bad weather threaten to keep patients at home.

5

Cardiac rehab teams engage family and friends to
be part of the process. The months-long collaboration
brings staff, patients and families together to
optimize healing and patient safety.

Cardiac Rehab

4

returning home and re-integrating
into the community.

From left to right: Joshua Middlecamp, PTA, Mariko Tabone, RN,
Susan Gilbride, RN, BSN, Gloria Parrish, RN

HONOR YOUR CAREGIVER

Recognition
from patients

Patients can recognize health care providers
who go the extra mile for them – and their
families – through the Virtua Foundation
program, Honor Your Caregiver. In 2015, five
colleagues in the Virtua Voorhees Emergency
Department were recognized by their patients:
nurses Rockie Musick, Christine Adams,
Kristina Martinez, and Maddie Minardi, and
physician Chuck Nolte.
				
				

Congratulations!
Peter Bish, MSN, RN

Virtua Legacies in Nursing
by Janet Kammerer

The Nightingale Tribute Committee
is seeking new members in support
of the bereavement ceremony for
nurses, by nurses. Since June 2011,
the committee has honored 37
former Virtua RNs and LPNs for their
commitment and dedication to their
patients and profession. The Nightingale Tribute, a short candle and
rose presentation, can express our
condolences to the nurse’s family at
various times and places, such as: a
service in a house of worship, a ceremony in a funeral home, a graveside
farewell, an unveiling or a memorial.

and respect. It reminds us that each
nurse leaves behind a unique legacy.

This nursing response – whether coordinated by the Nightingale Committee, a colleague, or a friend – demonstrates Virtua’s caring culture, and
deepens relationships among nurses
by drawing on their pride, dedication

We are honored and humbled to
be part of something greater than
ourselves that can begin a process of
healing for those whose own family
nurse has reached the end of life’s
journey. Appreciation by the nurse’s

Nurses share a bond due to the nature
of our work and the responsibilities
of competent caregiving. In a show
of unity and symbolism, The Nightingale Tribute provides a final farewell
through candlelight, a brief synopsis
of the nurse’s career, the presentation
of a rose to surviving family and the
reading of an adaptation of the poem,
“She Was There,” by Duane Jaeger.
The ceremony concludes with the
retiring of the nurse’s license.

family can be felt in their hugs, heard
in their voices and seen in their tears.
They want to know that their nurse
will not be forgotten.
Once again, nurses make a difference
to those who are hurting.
By joining the Nightingale Committee,
nurses strengthen our nurse families –
and retiring nurses can stay connected
to their nurse families. Nursing scholarships in the name of the bereaved
may be donated by family, friends or
coworkers, and are awarded each May
during National Nurses Week.
Contact jkammerer@virtua.org for
further information.
We Continue To Carry The Lamp.
Like us on Facebook! Virtua Nightingales
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Public health nursing at Virtua
by Agatha Reidy

tions to children in the community
for school attendance and/ or
attending a health fair for county
residents to provide education and
health screenings.
Two evenings a week, these
nurses can be found at the county
STD clinic providing education,
counseling, and medications for
county residents. Virtua’s public
health nurses are certified by
Stanford University and provide
Chronic Disease Self-Management
seminars to area seniors.
Back row: Janet Bader RN, Evelyn Lomax Bilingual Clinic Aide, Giorgia Levas
Clerical Associate, Cynthia Gibbs Clinic Aide, Ann Jones RN, MSN, Judy Krupa,
RN, BSN, Lisa Welsh, RN, BSN, Beth Forte, RN, BSN Front Row: Diane Vesci, RN,
Patty Leonetti, RN, Pamela Comer, RN, BSN, Barbara Damush, RN
Health Promotion Services (HPS) is a
unique department within the Virtua
community that supports the public
health endeavors of the Burlington
County Health Department. The HPS
team is comprised of 10 nurses and
a strong support staff. Each day
presents different challenges for
these nurses.
Most mornings begin at 7:30 a.m.
at the Burlington County Detention
center where testing and counseling
of 10-20 new inmates for HIV disease

Zen Den

occur. The rest of the morning may
be spent doing pregnancy testing
at the health department, educating
and administering medications to
TB patients and their contacts and
educating parents of children who
have elevated lead levels about lead
reduction strategies.
The afternoon may include home
education visits for at-risk pregnant
mothers, phone conversations and
guidance for parents of children with
special needs, providing immuniza-

relax and recharge

The Fall is an especially busy time
when nurses are out in the local
schools performing immunization
audits and staffing the county flu
clinics. On any given day, this team
is prepared for emergencies as a
member of the Burlington County
Medical Reserve Corps. During
Hurricane Sandy, the nursing team
set up and staffed the medical
needs shelters throughout the
county. All of these nursing
services are provided free of
charge to county residents.
Virtua’s public health nurses rarely
have a “typical day”– one of the
reasons why we love what we do!

Life is never the same after giving birth. A new mother can feel joyful
and overwhelmed at the same time. Sometimes their nurses need a
place of quiet reflection to recharge physically and emotionally as they
work to provide excellent Relationship-Based Care.
Since January 2015, Virtua Voorhees Zen Den – a collaboration
between Mother/Baby 4’s Joy Casey, RN, and postpartum massage
therapist Donna Favilla, LMT – has used aromatherapy, feng shui,
music and meditation to promote mindfulness and personal health
among staff.
The Voorhees Mother-Baby Zen Den has also received support from
Mother/Baby Leadership and Christine Moraca, ANC. The idea has
spread to the Voorhees PCU where employees are enjoying the
respite during intense days at work.
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Education at the Center for Learning - 2nd Quarter 2016
The Center for Learning is committed to providing ongoing education
that will enhance the professional
development of Virtua nurses.
Some of the outstanding programs
being offered throughout 2016
include:
Critical Care Course: designed for
new critical care nurses working
in ICU or PCU, a combination of
three days of lectures and a fourth
day of hands-on experiences in the
learning laboratory.
Medical/Surgical Certification
Review: increasing the number
of certified nurses at Virtua is
essential to our nursing journey of
excellence, and this course
prepares nurses to be successful
in their field of expertise. A CCRN/
PCCN Certification review course
is also offered for critical care and
progressive care nurses.
Tubes and Drain Skills: held at
the Learning Lab at Voorhees for
update or a review.

New to Practice Nurses: Module 7
(a pre-requisite for Module 8) is an
independent day spent on your
home unit. Nurses work in pairs
and complete multiple assignments
for discussion at the debriefing day
(Module 8). Skills Day (Module 9)
reviews tubes, drains, equipment,
and policies. Care of the patient
post-mortem is a new component,
and reviews all nurse responsibilities.
Module 10 is a physical assessment
course held at the learning lab.
Module 11 is the Joint Commission
readiness course designed to
prepare new nurses for their first
survey visitation.
Preceptor Workshop: designed for
nurses who want to learn the essentials of becoming an effective preceptor. The Preceptor Update provides a
learning opportunity for the preceptor, highlighting current events, practice skills, and regulatory compliance
aspects. In addition, the update will
enhance the nurse’s knowledge for
understanding the values that lay the
foundation for precepting.

Basic Dysrhythmia Course: a twoday course covering basics of rhythm
interpretation. Nurses are encouraged
to purchase a pair of calipers and
resource book: Aehlert (2013).
ECGs made easy. 5th edition.
St. Lois, MO: Elsevier.
ISBN: 978-0-323-17057-4.
“And you thought you weren’t
a psych nurse”: a new offering that
addresses communication skills,
suicide risk assessment, substance
abuse determination, and differentiating delirium from dementia.
AMSN Spring Conference:
scheduled May 6th; all nurses are
encouraged to attend, especially
nurses on a medical/surgical unit.
Doctoral Student Forum: scheduled
June 6th, where DNP and PhD
students will share their evidencebased research projects. If you are
currently enrolled in a program, you
are welcome to attend.

Home care nurses identified the importance of communication

and the need to improve the Communication
Between Providers and Patients domain (shown here at the conclusion of the RBC/Shared Governance report out on the Thank
You campaign). Data supports that home care has shown significant improvement in the domain of “Improve Communication
Between Providers and Patients.”
Joann Easterday, RN, MSN, RN-BC
Home Care Team Manager

Diane Vesci, RN
Health Promotions

Agatha Reidy, RN,MSHA,
MSN, NE-BC
Patient Care Administrator
Health Promotions

Diane Costanzo, RN,
MSHA,MSN,NE-BC, CMSRN
Administrator Home Care

Dorothy Kaise, RN, CRRN
Field Clinician/Case
Manager Home Care
Ann Fredrick, BS
Patient Account Representative
Home Care

Nancy Parker, RN, BSN
Home Care Team Manager
Missing from the picture is
Lisa Welsh, RN,BSN
Health Promotions
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You’re a Virtua Nurse –
share it with pride.
Write to
NursingNews@virtua.org
if you want a magnet to display.

VirtuaNurse welcomes contributors and editorial
review board members. Contact Dorothy
Boresky at NursingNews@virtua.org.
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Congratulations PRISM Award winners from Virtua Voorhees 4A Acute Pulmonary Unit:
On floor: Dawn Ober, Jessy Elamthuruthy, Rebecca Kelly, Fatma Ozbus, Joanne Brunkel, Staci Kendig
2nd row: Puikee Gonzalez, Kathleen Coluzzi, Lauren Dominick, Stacey Delargey, Kristen Andrick, Tifanie Moss,
Jocelyn Foster, Courtney Tew, David Dacanay, Gayle DiPretoro, Laura Snuffin
Back Row: Thamar Lys, Courtney Chambers, Tamika Baker, Christa Lampitt, Brittany Plizak, Denise Redmond

